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Abstract

Internet of Things (IoT) technology consists of huge number of heterogeneous
devices that create enormous amount of data. Providing a robust commu-
nication for billions of devices is one of the most significant challenges for
IoT environment. Thus, cluster based communication is preferable as it pro-
motes scalability. We propose an SDN Utilized Secure Clustering mechanism
(SUTSEC) that provides benign cluster heads for the groups by consider-
ing mobility, priority, power and trust. SDN’s inherited characteristics are
leveraged for providing a dynamic secure selection. Additionally, secure key
distribution is also considered in trusted clustering. During these security
operations we considered several issues related to QoS and QoE such as en-
ergy efficiency, reliable communication, lower latency and user preferences
awareness. We performed simulations of our proposal in order to show the
percentage of compromised cluster heads. Our results suggest that despite
half of the nodes are captured in the network, 70% of cluster heads are benign
nodes in our model. This means that SUTSEC performs well in preventing
the election of compromised nodes as cluster heads. Additionally, we provide
analysis for compromised links and connectivity of nodes in order to show
the performance of secure communication between clustered nodes.

Keywords: Internet of things, software defined networking, clustering, trust

1. Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are composed of numerous intercon-
nected micro devices which have sensing capabilities that monitor the envi-
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ronment and gather information about the current situation [1]. It has a wide
range of application areas that can be effectively deployed in human inacces-
sible areas such as military area monitoring, underwater and underground
applications. However, the large number of sensing micro devices which com-
pose the WSNs are equipped with limited energy resources. Thus, in order
to prolong the lifetime of the network, clustering techniques are utilized to
reduce the energy consumption in communication. In a clustered environ-
ment, a sensor node communicates with a local cluster head instead of a far
base station. The main duties of a cluster head is to generate a transmission
schedule, to gather data and to transmit it to a base station. Transmission
scheduling prolongs the lifetime since the sensors does not have to be awake
all the time. Additionally, the scheduling system reduces retransmissions
since there will be less collisions.

The Internet of Things (IoT) concept utilizes WSN but it needs additional
properties that provides high diversity, usability and mobility. IoT infers the
connection of billions of devices at any place at any time [2]. This technology
can be utilized in any type of application areas such as smart energy control,
smart grid, home automation, industrial automation, health care, elderly
care and smart cities [3; 4]. All these application areas require a wide range
of distinct communication technologies and also will result in a large amount
of data [5; 6; 7]. These facts are accompanied by some challenges.

In contrast to traditional devices with adequate computing, processing,
and storage resources, IoT devices such as sensors and mobile devices are
resource-constrained. The design of IoT application therefore should con-
sider the different resource capabilities of heterogeneous devices that are part
of the IoT environment. The reason that scalability poses a major challenge
in IoT is to provide a communication environment for billions of devices.
Additionally, we need to store and process large amount of data generated
by various devices and systems. Besides, IoT technology needs to consider
mobile devices such as cell phones, cars, smart watches etc. Also, one of
the most important objective of IoT is to improve personal lives and per-
sonal experience [1]. This requires user oriented and context aware design.
For instance, the accident detection systems with video supports on smart
roads require shorter network delays and higher network bandwidth in a peak
hour scenario. Thus, scalability, heterogeneity, context awareness and mo-
bility make IoT technology more challenging than other traditional network
systems [8].

Additionally QoS and QoE needs to be considered during migration of
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IoT systems to 5G platforms since 5G platforms necessitates higher QoE,
QoS and security. QoS refers to the longer network lifetime, more coverage,
lower latency and more reliability, whereas QoE refers to the system that is
sufficiently intelligent to adapt to the user preferences. In order to provide
such a faster, reliable and smart system, secure clustering techniques become
more essential since they provide energy efficiency, distributed processing of
data and management hierarchy of mobile devices. Thus, it is important to
have secure clustering techniques that considers QoS and QoE during their
operations.

In theory, clustering the nodes significantly increased the life cycle of IoT
devices [9]. However, sensor nodes can be deployed in an hostile environment
that the nodes can be captured easily (ex: smart city, smart environmental
systems). Once a cluster head is captured, adversary can reach and direct all
the communication of this cluster [10]. Thus it is essential that the cluster
head is not compromised.

Additionally, since the environment is hostile, it is important to have a
secure communication between IoT nodes. As far as IoT consists of hetero-
geneous devices, it should support security even for simple devices such as
sensors. For resource-constrained IoT sensors, symmetric keys are preferable
since asymmetric key applications require more computational power and
memory. Thus, symmetric keys should be distributed in an appropriate way
among IoT devices. However, distribution of symmetric keys is not a trivial
problem that many researchers have studied in this area and proposed lots
of schemes [11]. In distribution, there is a trade-off between memory and
resiliency. If only one pairwise key is used in the whole network, it is obvious
that attacker can reach all the communications since it achieved the only
key in the whole network. On the other hand, if different pairwise keys are
generated for each pair, it is resilient to capture attacks, but this time it con-
sumes huge amount of memory since each sensor needs to hold different keys
for each node communication. Additionally, for IoT environment mobility
and heterogeneity should be considered during key distribution. But still,
symmetric encryption is inherently susceptible to eavesdropping and crypto-
graphic techniques as it does not offer sufficient protection to the network in
case of compromised nodes since they are already part of the network with
necessary cryptographic materials [12]. If symmetric encryption is utilized
and cluster head is compromised in a network, it will reveal lots of symmetric
keys. Thus,it is important to have a trust mechanism that prevents to choose
the compromised nodes as cluster heads.
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In the literature, [12] proposes a trust based clustering mechanism for
WSN, that decreases the likelihood of malicious or compromised nodes from
becoming cluster heads. However, their work did not consider IoT devices’
heterogeneous environment. They do not have any concerns about mobility,
key distribution or priority that are related to QoS requirements of IoT. In
this work, we focus on the problem of cluster head election for securely con-
nected nodes in an IoT environment at a 5G platform. Our work inspired
from [12] and reposition this work according to the current state of the art.
We propose to utilize Software Defined Networking (SDN) technology for
providing a secure clustering for IoT environment. SDN technology defines
a new design and management approach for networking [13; 14; 15]. The
main characteristic of this paradigm is the separation of the control and data
planes. The SDN controller provides the decision whereas the switches handle
data forwarding. Since decision algorithms do not run on network devices,
simpler network devices can be used rather than complex routers. More-
over, in traditional networks, each router has its own security, link failure,
and forwarding mechanisms. If any of these mechanisms need to be updated,
each network device should be managed individually. However, one can man-
age all these issues centrally within the SDN architecture. There are several
works in the literature that utilizes SDN for security solutions [16; 17; 18; 19].
We leveraged SDN to solve secure clustering problem since it provides more
dynamic and agile [20; 21; 22; 23; 24] network environment. Its central man-
agement property provides a general view of the network. Then it can choose
the most appropriate cluster heads at the current view of the network. Ad-
ditionally, since lots of mechanisms has to be handled simultaneously during
the cluster head selection such as mobility, priority (special treatment for the
devices that transfers critical data and needs lower latency), trust calculation
and blacklisting, all network devices should be informed immediately. SDN
helps to change the packet routing according to the clustering. Also, these
heavy duty algorithms are handled in the controller and the network devices
will be relived. Moreover, SDN is one of the core technologies in 5G, thus it
will be an advantage for technology migration through 5G. Our contributions
are as follows:

• SUTSEC provides not only a clustering but also a trusted cluster head
election property that avoids choosing the distrusted nodes.

• To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work that considers key
distribution, trust and mobility together during clustering in IoT.
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• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that considers
priority during trusted clustering.

• While providing security, SUTSEC considers QoS parameters such as
lower network latency, more reliability and longer network lifetime.
Our work promotes these features by considering power, priority and
mobility during trusted cluster head election. Also QoE property which
is about user preferences can be provided by our work since it can adapt
to the dynamic changes in preferences via SDN usage.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses related work
whereas Section 3 describes our system and threat model. Section 4 presents
an overview of our mechanism including motivation and design details. Sec-
tion 5 describes our simulation details and demonstrates performance eval-
uation. Then, Section 6 provides discussion and finally, Section 7 concludes
the paper.

2. Related Work

There are several clustering methods in the literature. One of early works
is presented in [25]. This work proposed a centralized algorithm in which all
nodes send their current location and energy level information to the the
base station. Then, the base station determines the cluster heads according
to their energy level. These cluster heads work for a period of time and
then new cluster heads are elected according to their residual energy. The
more energy level infers more probability of electing as a cluster head for the
next round. This election criteria prolongs the lifetime of the network. Since
this method needs communication between the nodes and the base station
at each round for election, it has huge amount of extra energy consumption.
Additionally, since this method is for wireless sensor networks (WSN) it does
not consider mobility or security issues which are inevitable concerns.

In [26], they provide security for cluster-based routing. Their solution
utilizes Random Pairwise Keys(RPK)[27] scheme for key distribution. In
this scheme, each node has several number of keys and the neighbours can
communicate if they have common keys. Thus, neighbors communication is
based on a probability of having common keys. This scheme is for flat net-
works, but they adapted it for hierarchical network and proposed RLEACH
[26]. Their results suggest that RLEACH improves connectivity and reduce
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memory overhead. However, they did not consider mobility and heterogene-
ity since their method is viable for WSN.

In [12], they have security concerns in cluster head election. They pro-
posed a trust based clustering (TBC) framework that elects trustworthy
nodes as cluster heads. They suppose that each node has a watchdog mech-
anism that allows it to monitor network events of neighbor nodes. Cluster
head election process is revoked when the battery power level of the cluster
head falls below a threshold. Each node sends their votes to the cluster head.
Each node votes for his neighbors by considering the trust levels. Then, the
cluster head decides the winner based on the majority. The second node is
also selected as the vice president. Then the winner and the second node is
exposed to a challenge-response protocol. If they passes, they are announced
as the new cluster head and its assistant, otherwise these nodes are black-
listed. The trust value is also calculated according to the observable and
measurable network events. The neighbors observe if the data packets are
dropped or retransmitted. They also check if data contents or unique ad-
dresses are modified. They simulated their model and their results suggest
that it has the ability to prevent compromised nodes from becoming cluster
heads. However, this approach involves all nodes in the selection process,
increasing the communication and computational overhead [28]. The per-
formance is also effected adversely as communication packet sizes increase
in large scale WSNs. Additionally, they do not consider power during the
cluster election process. Also, they do not have any concerns about mobility,
key distribution or priority that are related to QoS and 5G requirements in
IoT environment. Also, their trust calculation mechanism depends on the
assumption of each node has a watch dog mechanism that utilizes to monitor
network events of other nodes in its rage. However, this could be not afford-
able for a real IoT environment with constrained requirements. We compare
our proposal with this mechanism TBS, since we inspired and improved this
work.

Another trust based model is presented in [10]. They utilized a trust
model based on ant colony systems. Their results show that their work
has high accuracy in preventing compromised nodes from being a cluster
head. However, these trust based models does not consider mobility and
heterogeneity since they are for WSNs. Additionally, they did not take into
account secure communication during their simulations.

In the literature there exist several works that utilizes SDN for clustering
in IoT. Al-Janabi et al. proposes a work in [29] which proposes a new clus-
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tering protocol based on SDN. It utilizes SDN controller to divide the area
into virtual zones to balance the number of cluster heads in each zone consid-
ering the node density. There is also another SDN based clustering method
in [30; 31]. They introduced the concept of SDN cluster heads (SDNCHs)
for multiple SDN domains. A domain is composed of an SDNCH, gateway
and sensor nodes. An SDNCH acts as the domain’s coordinator, whereas the
gateway is the bridge node between the sensor nodes and the SDNCH. Rout-
ing functions and security rules are distributed among the SDNCHs. The
authors proposed a routing protocol for the distributed clusters and built a
test-bed to evaluate the protocol. They also provided another paper to show
the test bed in detail [32]. Another work in the literature is provided in [33]
which uses Ubiflow framework to combine IoT and SDN. This framework
provides an effective flow control and mobility management in different net-
works using SDN controllers. IoT network is divided into clusters and every
division has a local SDN controller. SDN controllers collaborate to provide
scalability in different geographic locations [34; 35].

3. System and Threat Model

In this section we give details about our system model and we explain
which type of adversary we considered in our protocols.

3.1. System Model

In our model, we assume that there exist a group of connected IoT devices
belonging to the same owner. It can be a company’s factory, a campus of a
university, a building of a company, a smart house or a research center in a
forest that deals with environmental issues and distributed sensors over the
forest to gather data. For our model, we assume that there is an SDN network
which consists of a controller and several switches. Each switch is SDN-
enabled and it is called SDN-IoT gateway (SDN-IoT-GW). The controller
has several modules which have different roles as illustrated in Figure 1.
These modules are defined as virtual functions. It consists of registration,
key distribution, trust, priority, path, mobility and CH election modules.
The modules can have interactions with each other during the operations.
Also, cluster head election steps are explained in Figure 2. Each SDN-IoT-
GW operates these steps to generate the clusters and determine the cluster
heads. The details of modules and election process steps are explained in
Section 4.
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Figure 1: Modules of SUTSEC controller
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Figure 2: Steps of CH Election executed for each SDN-IoT-GW

There is also a hierarchical topology that the devices are grouped into
clusters and each cluster has its own cluster head (CH). Since our architec-
ture SUTSEC proposes to utilize SDN, each cluster head is also under an
OpenFlow switch. This hierarchical topology is illustrated in Figure 3.

In this figure, each SDN-IoT-GW has several clusters and each cluster
has several number of heterogeneous devices. Different shapes infer devices
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Figure 3: Hierarchical Topology of SUTSEC

with different properties such as different computing power, different abilities,
different ranges and different application areas. These can be anything like
cell phones, sensors, laptops or any smart devices. Each cluster has its cluster
head which is depicted in darker color. These cluster heads communicate with
both the gateways and the devices in their own clusters.

3.2. Threat Model

For our analysis we assume that there is an adversary who wants to obtain
all the communication in the network. Since all the communications between
nodes are encrypted via keys, adversary tries to get these keys by capturing
the nodes. He compromises nodes in a fixed rate. When he compromises a
node, he captures all the keys and active links of this node. We suppose that
the attacker is global that it can reach all parts of the network. Thus, if he
compromises a key, then he can capture all the links that this key is utilized
in the network.
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4. SDN Utilized Trust based Secure Clustering

SDN Utilized Trust based Secure Clustering (SUTSEC) is a novel central
mechanism that aims to provide a scalable and secure communication en-
vironment for mobile and heterogeneous IoT devices. SUTSEC is a central
mechanism due to the heterogeneous structure of IoT environment. Decen-
tralized approach is more challenging due to the hardware limitations of
cheap and transmit only devices [1; 36]. Also, it is an adaptive type of CH
election scheme that considers several parameters for CH election. Our main
aim is to provide secure clustering with choosing the parameters that consid-
ers QoE and QoS concerns. In order to prolong the life time of the network
our model proposes an energy aware CH election. Additionally, we consider
the coverage sensitive longevity defined in [37], which considers not only the
lifetime but also the network coverage. If loosing network coverage, the sys-
tem will lose part of the sensing data, thus we provide connectivity analysis
which considers the secure coverage of the network. For transmission reli-
ability, our model provides trust consideration during CH election which is
one of the main objectives of our work. Since CHs are the main communi-
cation bridges, if they are compromised adversary can drop the packages at
will and the transmission will not be reliable. Another QoS metric, low net-
work latency is an essential criterion in some IoT applications such as smart
cities as once a car is detected the system needs to turn on the lights. Simi-
larly, there can be critical data that needs faster transmission in emergency
situation. We leveraged SDN to provide this property with the help of its
central and dynamic management features. The devices which can transmit
critical data and needs lower latency will have a priority and will be treated
specially. Also, numerous number of switches usage balances the cluster size
and reduces the network latency. Via SDN utilization SUTSEC can choose
the most appropriate cluster heads at the current view of all the network.
During the cluster head selection mobility, securely communicated neighbors
of nodes, trust and blacklisting issues needs to be considered. Thus, the cen-
tral view and immediate briefing to all network devices are essential. Also, as
SDN technology provides routing control over the network from the controller
it will manage to handle the dynamic path changes in mobility situation. It
will send the routing rules to the switches simultaneously via OpenFlow.
Additionally, since the controller will cope with all these heavy-duty jobs the
network devices will be relived and can do their routing jobs more properly.

The common objectives for QoS in a system include longer network life-
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time, more coverage, lower latency and more reliability [1]. While we provide
secure clustering, our operations consider the following QoS and QoE con-
cerns with the corresponding properties:

• longer network lifetime: energy aware CH election operation.

• more coverage: coverage sensitive CH election operation.

• lower latency: central and dynamic management with SDN utilization.

• more reliability: CH election with considering trust.

• adaptability to user preferences: priority parameter in CH election and
SDN utilization provide this property.

The election process of SUTSEC considers the following properties of the
nodes:

• Secure centrality between SDN-IoT gateway and the member of clus-
ter nodes: Since the main objective of clustering is to decrease the
communication burden, the nodes who are able to communicate with
more nodes securely are the candidates for cluster heads. Thus, cen-
trality is calculated according to the secure shortest paths from the
cluster members to the SDN-IoT-GW. The candidate who is in the
secure shortest paths of more cluster members are chosen as cluster
head. The cluster head should maximize the number of shortest paths
from all cluster members to the SDN-IoT-GW that pass through that
node securely. This can be achieved after secure communication path is
provided between nodes. A secure communication between two nodes
can also be provided if they have a common key. Key management
and secure communication path construction details are provided in
following subsections.

• One-hop far from SDN-IoT-GW: The cluster head must be chosen from
the nodes who can reach to the SDN-IoT-GW in one hop. This will
decrease the communication burden. If larger hops are allowed then it
will consume more energy for each transmission.

In Figure 4, one hop nodes that are one hop far from the SDN-IoT-GW
are illustrated as the candidate nodes CAN1, CAN2 and CAN3. The
secure communication paths between nodes are illustrated with arrows.
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Figure 4: Secure centrality between SDN-IoT gateway and the member of cluster nodes

Their secure centrality can be calculated as the number of nodes whose
shortest paths to the SDN-IoT-GW pass through the candidate node.
The arrows show the shortest paths for each node to SDN-IoT-GW.
For instance secure centrality for CAN1 is 4 since A, B, C and D can
reach SDN-IoT-GW via CAN1 in the shortest way. Similarly, secure
centrality of CAN2 can be illustrated as CAN2cen = 6 since E, F ,
G, H, I and J can reach through CAN2. CAN3cen = 5 due to the
nodes E,K, L, M , and N . Then the larger secure centrality value for
a candidate cluster head will be preferable (CAN1 in this example),
since it will decrease communication burden during the transmissions.

• Power: Since the IoT environment is heterogeneous, devices have differ-
ent power capabilities. Power is a significant issue as all communication
of the cluster nodes will be provided through the cluster head. It will
consume huge amount of energy. Thus in order to prolong the life time
of the cluster, it is essential to choose more powerful devices which are
connected to the power grid as cluster heads.
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• Trust: Trust is the indicator that shows if the node is compromised or
not. This objective prevents adversarial nodes from becoming cluster
heads. Trust calculation is explained in Section 4.5.

• Priority: The device type is essential to categorize its priority. If the
device can hold a critical or low latency required data then these type
of devices are marked as prior in the registration phase and they are
treated specially during cluster head election. Priority treatment are
explained in detailed in Section 4.4.

In SUTSEC the controller has six modules that are responsible for differ-
ent duties. The main structure of SUTSEC is also handled by these modules
as illustrated in Figure 1. The working principles of these modules are ex-
plained in the following subsections.

4.1. Registration Module

In order to join the network each device needs to register the SDN net-
work. This is controlled by the module in controller which is working as a reg-
istration desk. It records the properties of the device in terms of its power and
priority. They are grouped as powerful and weak devices in terms of power.
Also, if the device will convey a critical data it is maerked as high priority
device. Then, Registration module contacts with the Key-Distribution mod-
ule and gets the necessary keys (explained in the next subsection) and an
identifier number. Afterwards Registration module sends these information
to the new registered device.

4.2. Key Distribution Module

This module is dealing with key operations to provide secure communi-
cation between the devices. It provides symmetric keys for the weak devices
whereas it can generate asymmetric keys for powerful devices. Since IoT
environment is an heterogeneous environment, we have utilized random key
pre-distribution scheme in order to provide secure communication even with
weak devices. We suppose that weak devices are preloaded with symmetric
keys from a key pool before they attend to the network (similar to the WSN
preloaded key distribution mechanisms [11]). These keys are from a key
pool which is in the Key Distribution module. On the other hand, powerful
devices can behave more dynamically and they can request a required key
from the controller via the gateway to communicate with the weak devices.
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Since the powerful devices and SDN-IoT-GWs have their assymettric keys,
the communication between a powerful device and SDN-IoT-GW and also
communication between two powerful devices are provided by the keys which
are generated by Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol.

Let’s suppose that there is a key pool KP which has P number of keys
and each key has a unique identity number IDx. The KP is on the Key
Distribution module and it distributes these keys randomly on the weak
devices before they are deployed. Each node with id i is illustrated as ni and
it has a key ring kri which is composed of r number of keys. Each key of the
key ring kri is shown as kmi . ID of each key kmi are shown as ID kmi . If node na

wants to communicate with node nb, if the key kma ∈ kra and the key knb ∈ krb,
then na and nb try to find a condition that ensures ID kma = ID knb . Then a
secure communication path is provided between na and nb. This procedure
is applied if both of the nodes are weak devices. If these weak devices do not
any have common keys, then they will communicate via SDN-IoT-GW. All
the terms that are utilized in our system model is shown in Table 1.

On the other hand, if one of the nodes are powerful, then the weak device
sends an ID of one of the keys from its key ring kr and the powerful device re-
quest this key from the Key Distribution module via the SDN-IoT-GW. Then,
this key is provided in a secure way after a challenge response procedure is
applied on the powerful device. (We assume that secure communication is
already provided between the powerful device and the SDN-IoT-GW).

Namely, when a node changes its place and enters to the range of an
SDN-IoT-GW, it requests a key that exists in this node’s key ring and they
communicate securely. Additionally, since we suppose that the nodes can be
mobile, they also need to do all these operations when they change places.

4.3. Path Module

The main duty of this module is to hold the map of the network. It holds
the shortest path information from each node to the SDN-IoT-GW and holds
a candidate CH list CL for each SDN-IoT-GW, which holds the devices that
are reachable in one hop from the gateway. It is important to note that the
mentioned path is constructed over the secure communications in which it
is not enough to be in the same range to communicate, but also the nodes
need to have common keys to have secure transmission. This information is
gathered via SDN-IoT-GWs.
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Table 1: System symbols

Term Explanation

KP Key Pool

P Total number of keys in KP

IDx Identity number of key x in KP

ni Node with id i

kri Key ring of node i

r Total number of keys in a key ring

kmi mth key of the key ring kri

ID kmi ID of mth key of the key ring kri

CAN Candidate cluster head

CL Candidate list

CANcen Centrality between SDN-IoT gateway and a candidate
cluster head

λ Power threshold

PCCH List of powerful candidate cluster heads that is sorted
in descending order according to CANcen values of the
cluster head candidates

WCCH List of weak candidate cluster heads that is sorted in de-
scending order according to CANcen values of the cluster
head candidates

RL List of nodes that are not included in a cluster yet

ρ Trust threshold

CH Cluster Head

PL Prior Device List
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4.4. CH Election Module

This module is the core module which gathers information from other
modules and runs the following algorithm for each SDN-IoT-GW.

• The list of candidate nodes CL ,which are reachable in one hop from
the gateway, is requested from the Path Module.

• Priority device list PDL is gathered from the Registration module.

• Remove prior devices from the candidate list CL.

• The CANcen value is calculated for all the candidate nodes CANs in
CL.

• The power information is gathered from the Registration module. The
one hop nodes which are powerful are sorted in descending order ac-
cording to their CANcen value in a powerful candidate cluster head list
PCCH.

• Similarly, the one hop nodes which are weak are sorted in descending
order according to their CANcen value in a weak candidate cluster head
list WCCH.

• After PCCH and WCCH lists are ready, each candidate node is an-
alyzed until the cluster heads are determined and all the nodes are
included in a cluster. Initially, all the nodes are listed in a remaining
list RL. When they are owned by a cluster head, they are extracted
from this list. This algorithm is explained in the following pseudo code.

Ensure: PCCH and WCCH lists are ready. Loop through the nodes in
PCCH and then WCCH in order until the remaining list RL is emptied.
if CANtr > ρ then
CH = CAN
Each node in range of CH is included as a member of this cluster.
Member nodes are extracted from RL.

else
CAN is blacklisted.

end if
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Elements of PCCH and WCCH are analyzed respectively as a candidate
cluster head until RL list is emptied. Trust value of the candidate node,
CANtr is compared with a threshold ρ. If it is above the threshold, then it is
determined as a CH. All the nodes in the range of this node is determined as
its cluster members and these are extracted from RL. If CANtr is also below
the threshold ρ, then it is reported to SDN-IoT-GW and to the Trust module
of the controller. Then this module informs all the network that CAN is a
malicious node and it is blacklisted. It is important that all the network is
informed since the nodes can be mobile in an IoT environment.

After the CHs are determined then, the prior nodes in PDL will be
distributed. The prior devices are removed from the candidate list at the
beginning as it is not salutary to have these node as CHs since CHs needs
to deal with extra communication and processing tasks which will consume
more energy and can make it busy with these duties and overshadow the
main job of the prior device. Thus, each device in PDL is treated specially
by considering the following preferences:

• Choose the CH in its range which is more powerful.

• Put the device in a smaller cluster.

• Put as few prior devices in the same group as possible.

It is obvious that the prior device will prefer to be in a more plentiful envi-
ronment. Thus it will choose to be under a more powerful cluster head and
in a smaller cluster. Also it will be better not to share the same area with
another prior device since their priorities can be in conflict.

If a node is in range of two CHs, then it will be a member of the candidate
CH which is former in the PCCH /WCCH. Lets say PCCH list consists
A,B,C,D and node k is range of A and B both. All the nodes are in RL so
k is also in RL list (RLa, b, c, d, e, f, g, h...k, l,m, n....). Our algorithm will
start with A and it will process all the nodes in its range. Then A will add
k to its members and remove k from RL. Thus, k will be As member who is
the former device in PCCH list.

4.5. Trust Module

Trust module is holding trust values for the devices and blacklist which
consists of the nodes that are distrusted. Trust value of a candidate node is
determined according to the other nodes reputations about this node. In our
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mechanism, the trust value is determined according to the similar parameters
utilized in [12]. Each node grades other nodes according to average packet
drop rate, average data and unique address modification rate. They send
their differentiated grades to their cluster head periodically. The CHs under
the SDN-IoT-GWs send the trust value tables of their members to the Trust
module periodically. If a CH is captured, it can change the trust values of
its members while it is sending it to SDN-IoT-GW. For this reason, trust
module changes members trust values not only looking at the newly coming
report but also considering historical data. According to these values if a
node’s state will change, then trust module will send a message to the nodes
who are the members of this cluster. Let’s suppose CHm is captured and it
changes its members’ trust values and due to incorrect scores that it send
to trust module, a node N is about to become an untrusted node (its trust
value will be less than the trust threshold ρ). Then, trust module will send
a request message in an encrypted way for all the members of CHm. Each
message is encrypted with a key of the corresponding member (if it is a weak
device it will be a key from its key ring, otherwise it will start a Diffie Hellman
key exchange procedure) and will send through CHm. CHm cannot read or
alter the message as it is encrypted, also CHm cannot drop the messages
since trust module will start to doubt about CHm as it will be suspicious not
to get any answer for this request from the members of CHm. At the end,
if these members send similar values to the CHm’s values about N , then N
will become an untrusted node. Otherwise, CHm will be punished and its
trust value will be decreased. So ultimately, via the trust module a central
reputation map of the system is constituted in the controller.

4.6. Mobility Module

Since IoT technology provides heterogeneous environment that can con-
sist mobile devices, mobility should also be considered. Mobility will result
in changes in clusters, cluster heads and secure communication paths. Thus,
each case has different results and needs to be examined in details. Cluster
head can migrate and leave the cluster or a node can migrate from one cluster
to another. Also, periodically migrated nodes should be reconsidered since
majority can break off and a new cluster can be generated. These cases are
handled by Mobility module and explained in the following subsections.

• Cluster Head Migration: If the cluster head is a mobile device it can
break off the current cluster. In this case, the nearest cluster head is
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Figure 5: Cluster Head Migration

detected via the help of the SDN-IoT-GW and it will bind as a cluster
member to the new cluster. Additionally, the previous cluster should be
revoked and a new election process should be started. This is illustrated
in Figure 5. Cluster heads are illustrated with dashed shapes. T1, T2,
T3 and T4 shows the movements of the cluster head of Cluster 1. The
triangle node is the cluster head of Cluster 1 and starts to move. In
T3, it comes to a place that is in the coverage area of the cluster head
of Cluster 2 and it can create a secure path via a common key with
the cluster head of Cluster 2. Then it becomes a member of Cluster 2.
Also, a rectangle node in Cluster 1 is chosen as the new cluster head
since it has the highest secure centrality value.

• Node Migration: Cluster member can also migrate from a cluster to
another. Then, it will try to find a common key to connect to the new
cluster head. If they do not have any common keys and the new cluster
head is a powerful device then powerful device will request a key (one
of the keys from the key ring of the migrated node) from the controller.
And then, the new cluster head will add this node as a cluster member.

• Reclustering: If the nodes are not just migrated but also move away
too far and cannot connect to a cluster then these nodes are ruptured.
After awhile number of nodes that are ruptured will be increased and
they may create a new cluster. Then reclustering process should be
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started and they will choose their cluster heads. If the raptured node
is not become a member of a cluster, then it will be independent and
decrease the connectivity value of the network.

5. Performance Evaluation

We perform experiments via simulations for performance evaluation of
SUTSEC and an existing trust based clustering method TBC in [12]. We
compared our work with TBC as we inspired and improved this work. Also,
it is the most similar work that is also based on trust calculation during
clustering. TBC does not consider mobility in their simulations but we also
applied their model for mobile nodes.

5.1. Performance Metrics

In order to compare the performance of TBC and SUTSEC, the following
metrics are considered:

• Compromised Cluster Head Ratio: Since cluster heads have more links,
it is essential to have less captured cluster head nodes. This metric
shows the ratio of captured cluster heads over all cluster heads.

• Connectivity: This metric shows the ratio of the connected nodes to
the network. Since there is common key share issue and mobility, af-
ter awhile some of the nodes may left out of the coverage area of any
cluster heads and they become independent nodes. The connectivity
metric shows the ratio of the connected nodes excluding the indepen-
dent nodes.

Con = 1− (IndependentNodes/Allnodes) (1)

Since TBC does not consider secure communication between nodes, they
do not include key distribution processes. However, in our model SUTSEC
we also need to consider two additional metrics:

• Compromised Links: When a node is captured, its all communication
links are also captured. Thus, this metric shows the ratio of the links
that are captured by the adversary over all links.
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• Additionally Compromised Links: When a node is captured, its all
keys are also captured. Thus, if the same keys are also utilized in
other places of the network, then the adversary can easily reveal their
communication. For this reason, additionally compromised links is an
essential metric that shows the ratio of the compromised additional
links over all links.

5.2. Simulation Details

In order to evaluate the works, we utilize Mininet-Wifi [38] as SDN-IoT
network simulator. It enables to create a realistic network topology and it
is convenient for mobile SDN-IoT environment. It is integrated with Ryu
controller. The test environment is Ubuntu 14.04.

There are 200 IoT nodes and nine switches (SDN-IoT gateways) that are
managed by a Ryu controller. The simulation area is 200mx200m. The range
of a switch is 30 metres. The heterogeneous nodes are deployed randomly.
Half of the nodes are powerful whereas others are weak. The key pool size is
10000 and key ring size of a node is 30. In our simulation, there is an active
external adversary that captures nodes in periods as explained in Section 3.2.
Also nodes are mobile that moves according to random-walk mobility model.

5.3. Results

Figure 6 shows the compromised Cluster Head Ratio for SUTSEC and
TBC during a hundred periods. We suppose that capture rate for the adver-
sary is one node per period. In this case, at the end of a hundred periods,
half of the nodes are captured. According to the results, the percentage of
compromised cluster heads in SUTSEC is about half of TBC. Also, results
suggest that when half of the nodes are captured, 30% are malicious which
indicates that 70% of cluster heads are benign in SUTSEC. This result is
highly favorable in such a case that most of the network is captured.

In Figure 7, the curves show the connectivity of the network. Connectivity
is highly related to the mobility and it is obvious that connectivity decreases
since the number of independent nodes increases after a while as the nodes
change positions. TBC does not consider key issues so it is enough to be in
range to be connected in TBC. However, SUTSEC does not only consider
coverage, but also key share between nodes. Thus, the results show that
connectivity performance of SUTSEC is not as good as TBC. It is an expected
result since, TBC did not consider common key share for connecting the
nodes. SUTSEC’s connectivity decreases faster since after mobility it is more
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Figure 6: Compromised Cluster Heads

Figure 7: Connectivity
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difficult to find common keys between nodes. Additionally, when the number
of captured nodes increases, our model finds cluster heads more difficultly.
Because our model goes over the trust issue with a fine-toothed comb and it
prefers to make a group independent until it finds a trusted cluster head node.
Thus, there is a trade off between a more secure network and connectivity.

Figure 8 shows the compromised links ratio for SUTSEC during different
capture rates. The results are illustrated for capture ratio of the adversary
for one node per period and two nodes per period. It is obvious that com-
promised links ratio increases when the number of captured nodes increases.
Also Figure 9, shows the comparison of additionally compromised links and
compromised links ratio. This figure shows the importance of additionally
compromised links metric, since this show the actual effect of an adversary
on the network. The results suggest that additionally compromised links
are more than two fold of the captured links. Thus, the real effect of node
compromise needs to be considered as double. The system managers can be
more optimistic since just a few of nodes are captured. But it is obvious that
the trouble is much more that it is expected. This problem can be handled
if the key pool is larger and the same key is not utilized in different places of
the network, but this time connectivity will be lower.

Figure 8: Compromised Links
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Figure 9: Additionally Compromised Links

6. Discussion

In our proposal, one of the the most important role is provided by the
trust calculation mechanism. Each node calculates the trust value according
to the network events. In order to improve accuracy, these calculations can be
provided in auto regression style. A node will give its reputations according
to not only the current but also previous observes.

In our simulations, we utilized random key predistribution scheme. How-
ever, our system can also utilize hierarchical key distribution schemes. For
instance, Blom’s key distribution scheme [39] can be appropriate. Addition-
ally, our results suggest that additionally compromised links ratio is very
high since same keys are utilized in different places of the network. Thus,
zone based key distribution schemes [40] can also be utilized and analyzed
if they are appropriate in case of mobility. More detailed key distribution
analysis with different key distribution models can be considered as a future
work.

In [1], the authors suggest that when clustering in IoT, from the per-
spective of reducing redundant data, devices with similar usage should be
grouped together. However, we suggest that this argument is not valid in
all conditions. Grouping the prior type devices (which holds critical data or
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needs lower latency) together is not preferable since their priorities can be
in conflict and it will be more difficult for a cluster head to serve for several
low latency required devices. Thus, we suggest that this strategy depends
on device types, applications and preferences. Since we utilized SDN in our
network, this strategy can be adjusted easily in CH election module of the
controller according to the preferences. This property is favorable in terms
of QoE in 5G platforms. More detailed priority analysis with having varied
number of priority devices distributed in different clusters is left as a future
work.

7. Conclusion

In this work we propose a trust based secure clustering mechanism for IoT
environment. Clustering for IoT networks needs to consider QoS and QoE
which are including energy efficiency, reliable communication, lower latency
and user preferences awareness. Thus, we inspire and improve an existing
clustering work TBC [12]. SUTSEC considers power, trust, secure centrality,
mobility, priority and heterogeneity during clustering the nodes. It also uti-
lizes SDN which provides dynamism. It also considers secure communication
among nodes by utilizing key distribution. These properties are provided
by the controller that consists of registration, key distribution, path, mo-
bility, trust and CH election modules. We compare our model with TBC
according to compromised cluster head ratio and connectivity metrics. The
results suggest that it gives highly favorable performance on trusted cluster
head election. Since the priority of the mechanism is to protect the system,
in the worst case it may choose to make the nodes independent instead of
binding it to a compromised node. Besides, since SUTSEC provides secure
communication, it needs to consider key share during communication. For
this reason, it is expected to have lower connectivity as it needs to find a
common key in order to be connected. Also, SUTSEC is analyzed in terms
of compromised links and additionally compromised links. Our results sug-
gest that additionally compromised links ratio needs to be considered since
just compromised links results can mislead the experts.

As a future work, we plan to make experiments in a real testbed. This
will make our results more realistic. To the best of our knowledge, in the
literature, the trust parameters are not defined for SDN environment. It
can be defined and more scrutinizing and improved trust calculations can be
provided. Also, more detailed priority analysis can be provided with having
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varied number of priority devices distributed in different clusters in a real
testbed. Additionally, hierarchical key distribution schemes can be applied
for SUTSEC.
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